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OUR VISION 
& MISSION
La Marquise International distributes and supports one of the largest ranges of world-leading HORECA 
brands available in the UAE and GCC countries since 2002.
The company has started as a distributor of coffee and gelato machines and has grown its portfolio 
throughout the years becoming one of the leading distributor companies in Foodservice Sector.
Our rich product portfolio includes Professional Kitchen and Restaurant Equipment, F&B Products 
and Ingredients for Pastry, Bakery and Gelato as well as wide range of Hot and Cold Beverages.
La Marquise International proudly represents over 20 prestigious brands from Italy, France, 
Germany, USA and more.
La Marquise International is honored to be a part of Bu Haleeba Group - one of Dubai’s dynamic 
business houses that operates over 30 companies active in diverse business fields providing top 
quality products and services to the marketplace in UAE since 1984.
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VISION
Be a trusted partner to HORECA by driving the success of our customers.

MISSION
To fulfill the requirements of HORECA with unique concepts, supreme products, 
excellent services and up-to-date knowledge & technologies.
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OUR SPECIALTIES

SOLUTIONS
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LA MARQUISE INTERNATIONAL USPs:

 World leading brands and premium products

 Complete solutions for Coffee Shops, Cafes, Gelato Parlors,  
Bakery & Pastry Outlets

 Value added services:
 • 24/7 technical support and maintenance
 • Professional barista training
 • Academic gelato and pastry training
 • Menu creation support (signature drinks, recipes for gelato and pastry)

 Team of professionals:
 • Senior management with over 40 years of accumulated industry experience
 • Winning Regional Barista and Runner Up UAE Barista Champion 2013-2016
 • Team of Pastry, Gelato and Chocolate Chefs
 • Team of Professional Mixologists
	 • Strong Technical Team with over 20 professional technicians, each having 

 minimum 6 years of  experience in the field

CONTINUOUSLY STRIVING FOR

EXCELLENCE
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EQUIPMENTS

New generation of fully automatic 
German Coffee machines Accelerated cook speed ovens

Traditional Espresso and Cappuccino machines Professional ovens for your kitchen

Coffee brewing equipment manufacturers World’s bestselling brand of Ice cube machines

Traditional Italian espresso
       

Drinking Water System
Professional Water Filtration

for your Home

Let’s enjoy slow living with more time
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For more than 150 years WMF has been working according to the rules of German craftsmanship. 
Our top priority is always the quality and functionality of the products that are permitted to carry 
the WMF brand name. Innumerable patents and awards are testimony to the experience we have 
acquired in developing and making coffee machines since 1927. We have succeeded again and 
again in creating milestones with innovative machines.

NEW GENERATION OF FULLY AUTOMATIC
GERMAN COFFEE MACHINES
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TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO AND
CAPPUCCINO MACHINES

Cimbali has been producing espresso and cappuccino machines since 1912. Today, the group is 
still based in Italy, near Milan. It operates in more than 100 countries, exporting more than 70% 
of its production. Focusing on the changing lifestyles of people, Cimbali designs its machines to 
prepare much more than a traditional espresso and cappuccino. Cimbali offers the finest coffee 
experience.
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Since 1987, FETCO® has been one of the foremost coffee brewing equipment manufacturers in the 
world and it continues to develop revolutionary solutions for the coffee industry. FETCO® is first when 
it comes to creating innovative products that brew the perfect cup of coffee while improving safety 
features, simplifying equipment maintenance and saving operators time and money. The exacting 
standards of reliability, durability, and quality are evident in every product it makes.

COFFEE BREWING 
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
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De'Longhi fully automatic coffee machines can make all your favourite beverages with a 
touch of a button. You can easily customize the strenght, lenght and the temperature of your 
coffee. You can also make your own recipe, always with a simple touch. De'Longhi offers you 
a premium range of kitchen appliances, home appliances & some of the best coffee machines 
for the best coffee.

TRADITIONAL ITALIAN ESPRESSO 
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Merrychef was one of the first commercial food equipment manufacturers in the world to apply 
microwave technology to cooking. Want to speed up service without sacrificing food quality then check 
out our complete eikon™ series of rapid and accelerated cook speed ovens. With the new Merrychef 
eikon ™  series there’s no need to limit yourself – from toasted sandwiches to fresh, hot and beautifully 
prepared salmon. Cook practically anything a traditional oven can up to 15x faster-with touch-screen 
ease. The Merrychef eikon ™ series brings a whole new meaning, and a lot more choice, to fast food.

ACCELERATED COOK SPEED OVENS
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Convotherm 4 brings style into the professional kitchen. It is clear from first glance that this appliance 
combines top-class technology with user-friendly, hygienic design. All model sizes share the same logical 
and intuitive system of operation: a real plus in the often hectic daily life of catering. The scalable design 
is applied to the entire range of combi steamers, which includes seven sizes of appliance, each with 
four basic models in a choice of two control-panel designs. The result is a combination of functional 
versatility and consistent design that is revolutionary in this product category.

PROFESSIONAL OVENS
FOR YOUR KITCHEN
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Manitowoc is the world’s # 1 selling brand of ice cube machines. Manitowoc has been making ice 
machines for over thirty-five years and has blazed many new trails in award-winning product design, 
development, and customer satisfaction. Manitowoc is the first ice machine manufacturer to satisfy 
the world-class ISO Manufacturing Quality System Standards and the only one to offer patented 
cleaning and sanitizing technology.

WORLD’S BESTSELLING BRAND
OF ICE CUBE MACHINES
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DRINKING WATER SYSTEM

With instant filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling, plus hot and cold water, any way you want it, we 
offer the widest choice of water options on the market. So, whether you’re filling a plunger of coffee, 
a glass of cool, crisp drinking water or a sink of washing up water, the choice is at your fingertips.

The Zip Hydrotap range offers:
• Five luxurious designs.
• Twelve finish options, from the classic bright chrome to a bold matt black or soft brushed rose gold.
• Boiling, chilled and sparkling drinking water perfect for your house, office, restaurant or hotel.
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Restaurants, coffee shops, hotels and other food service businesses depend on clean, pure water for 
coffee, cooking, ice and beverages. Those businesses rely on Pentair Everpure water filtration systems.
You can get the same water filtration solutions for your home. With exclusive filtration technology, 
high-flow performance, and the durability of stainless steel, Pentair Everpure delivers clean, clear 
water that tastes great and protects your home and appliances.

PROFESSIONAL WATER FILTRATION
FOR YOUR HOME
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TIMEMORE Coffee (TIMEMORE) is co-founded in 2012 by several coffee lovers. Specialized in 
designing and developing of original hand-made coffee equipment. 

With responsible attitude towards each cup of coffee, TIMEMORE designs and develops every coffee-
related product. Delicate as handicraft also as beautiful as works of art and as accurate and professional 
laboratory equipment. Striving to use each of our product to refresh the industry standard. Only 
beautiful and useful products are worthy of each single coffee bean’s flavorful essence.

LET’S ENJOY SLOW LIVING WITH MORE TIME
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FOOD &
BEVERAGES

High quality Coffee transforming a habit
into an experience of wellness The world’s foremost Syrup producer

Fruit Puree for Smoothies and Coffee Specialties Beverages

High quality French Candies and Sweets

An exceptional Tea experience 
for food service Fine Art of Gourmet Tea
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Pellini Caffè was founded in Verona (Italy) in 1922 and represents the excellence of Italian espresso 
coffee worldwide.  

- Its quality makes it one of the top players on the Italian coffee market. 
- A blend of beans carefully selected directly in their countries of origin. 
- The process involves slow roasting at controlled temperatures, natural cooling by air and leaving the 
beans to stand in special silos before being packaged.

HIGH QUALITY COFFEE TRANSFORMING A 
HABIT INTO AN EXPERIENCE OF WELLNESS
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1883 Maison Routin are the experts in flavouring business. With over 130-year history and 
unique know-how they became one of the largest worldwide producer and distributor of gourmet 
syrups, sauces, fruit purees and juice cordials. Authenticity, Purity and Intensity of their products 
is a key to their quality. All 1883 products are produced in France, Chambery and are made with 
pure French Alps water.

THE WORLD’S FOREMOST SYRUP PRODUCER
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FRUIT PUREE FOR SMOOTHIES
AND COFFEE SPECIALITIES

MEC3 IN CUPS is a line of products, which allows you to multiply the offer of hot and cold beverages, 
throughout different times of the day and during the different seasons.

MEC3 IN CUPS is the ideal partner for satisfying the requests of an increasingly diverse, curious and 
demanding clientele: Smoothies respond to the growing demand in the field of freshness and well-
being, Coffee Specialities warm up and involve even those with the sweetest-tooth, Mixology amazing 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktails.
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Over the past few years we have been working on developing and improving the taste, texture, and 
form of our various range of products. As part of our specialities we mainly focus on selecting all our 
ingredients carefully, to ensure that we deliver the highest quality products. Our flavours include a 
fragrant aromatic vanilla spice, a sweet yet bitter taste of delicious chocolate, and a creamy red velvet 
flavour that you will adore. 

 FLAVOURING FOOD POWDER
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Established in 1885 and located in the capital of Normandy in France, today Barnier produces 
500 tons of confectioneries, 40% of which are exported into about 30 countries.

Bonbons Barnier is dedicated to deliver great pleasure to its consumers. They use only the best 
raw materials to create their candies. And as a result pure natural ingredients deliver pure natural 
flavours.

HIGH QUALITY FRENCH CANDIES AND SWEETS
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AN EXCEPTIONAL TEA EXPERIENCE
FOR FOOD SERVICE

With over 65 years of expertise, Jafferjee 
Brothers Company master blenders specially 
select some of the finest teas on earth to give 
you a truly thrilling tea experience. Jaf Tea 
product assortment contains a wide variety 
of teas encompassing the classical pure black 
teas to new and innovative aromatic blends 
featuring green teas and herbal infusions.

All their teas are packed at source in Sri Lanka 
to carefully preserve the unique and exquisite 
taste of each tea. Jaf Tea ultra-modern 
production facilities conform to the highest 
standards in quality, hygiene and are ISO and 
HACCP certified. All their Ceylon tea’s carry 
the LION LOGO which is only awarded to pure 
Ceylon teas packed in Sri Lanka that exceed 
prescribed quality standards.

Tè Reval is a celebration of the fine art of gourmet 
teas and tisanes. Each item is pure and natural, free 
of chemical flavours, preservatives or additives.  

In Te Reval we use only whole leaf teas and herbs to 
preserve all the goodness and aroma in each item.

All our teas are packed into pyramid shaped silken 
tea bags as they allow tea leaves and herbs to 
expand, unfurl and release it’s unique taste and 
aroma. 

Using our expertise gained over 70 years, we select 
through a meticulous process of tasting and visual 
inspection, only the finest natural ingredients in 
the world.  We emphasize care and attention in 
every aspect, from selection to packing, to ensure 
you truly extraordinary tea experience.

FINE ART OF GOURMET TEA
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INGREDIENTS

Ingredients for the best Italian Gelato Chocolate Fillings

Professional Ingredients for Pastry, Bakery & Chocolate
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Mec3 was founded in 1984. Since then, in a small span of time, it became the reference point of the 
artisan ice cream production market. The firm has always been successful in presenting new ideas; and 
every year Mec3 creates new flavors and tastes for the sweet world of the artisan ice cream. Mec3 is 
one of the world’s leading industry in the production of ingredients and semi-manufactured products 
for artisan ice cream and pastry.

INGREDIENTS FOR THE BEST ITALIAN GELATO
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Indulge in our luxurious Coco Belgium chocolate filling. The chocolate filling has a very fine texture 
and can easily be mixed with your delights. A smooth and ready to use filling that will transform your 
deserts, pastries, and baked goods into a masterpiece. We deliver the finest coco chocolate filling to 
spoil your taste buds with our premium fillings.

CHOCOLATE FILLINGS
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MIA is a line of ingredients for pastry and bakery MIA is created by professional chefs from Italy, 
France and Belgium. We select all our ingredients carefully to ensure the highest quality products.

MIA is aiming to make work of chefs more easy and fun, while satisfying taste of the most 
demanding customers. MIA’s product range is versatile and includes cake mixes, bakery mixes, 
creams and fillings and other bakery ingredients.   

MIA offers many traditional recipes as well as numerous healthier options with recipes free of 
gluten, lactose, eggs and sugar.

PROFESSIONAL INGREDIENTS 
FOR PASTRY, BAKERY & CHOCOLATE
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ADDED VALUES

OUR SPECIALTIES

 
Premium Chocolates Coffee Beans

Gelato
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La Prima chocolates require a unique special skill to create a masterpiece of explosive flavours. Each La 
Prima chocolate is handcrafted with precise attention to deliver vibrant, and creative chocolate designs. 
We deliver an unforgettable sensation, filled with diverse essence and textures. All La Prima chocolates 
are exclusively made by pure Belgium chocolate which results in a smooth texture and a fragrant aroma.

PREMIUM CHOCOLATE
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Our gelato is handcrafted by skilled artisan to create a creamy, colourful, and sweet Italian gelato. 
All ingredients used are natural and with no artificial flavouring or colouring. Italian gelato is a 
perfect delicacy to be enjoyed throughout the whole year. Treat yourself with our gelato ice cream 
and we assure you that one bite in not enough. 

GELATO
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COFFEE BEANS

Fresh beans, a fragrant aroma, and a precision roast were made to create a perfect coffee roast filled 
with a crave worthy flavour. Every coffee bean is hand selected to ensure the quality and perfection 
of the batch. We created a one of a kind coffee blend from the richness of Brazilian coffee beans, 
combined to create a cup of masterpiece coffee. Our goal is to offer delicious roasted coffee to every 
household within our community. 
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LMI ACADEMY

If you've been considering a career in culinary arts and have a special interest in pastry or baking 
then you’ve come to the right place. La Marquise International offers Pastry & Bakery Training based 
on high quality ingredients from Italy, France and Belgium by MIA. The training delivers an amazing 
wealth of skills and knowledge. Our experienced Chef will guide your path toward the preparation and 
techniques of baking to create your own masterpieces.

PASTRY AND BAKERY TRAINING
NOW IS THE TIME - 
EMBARK ON A CAREER IN FOOD PREPARATION
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YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS IN SPECIALTY COFFEE
BARISTA TRAINING

Remember, you only have one opportunity 
to make the first impression, so do it right!  
Barista training is a service offered by La 
Marquise International that will guarantee to 
provide the knowledge and the practical skills 
for delivering an exceptional cup of coffee to 
assure unforgettable first impression of your 
customers. We proud to have the winning 
UAE barista in our team who is delighted 
to share his expertise and comprehensive 
technical knowledge of brewing, serving and 
presenting the perfect cup of coffee. We are 
here to best help you create, build and grow 
your specialty coffee business.  The training 
aims to spread the quality and culture of the 
finest Italian Espresso Worldwide.

A beverage isn’t a simple addition to your 
food menu, it’s the product that can bring 
differentiation and competitive advantage to 
your business as well as significantly increase 
to your profits. La Marquise Internationals 
offers a wide variety of services to create or 
enhance your beverage program. Professional 
mixologist with over 7 years of experience will 
teach techniques and proven strategies that 
will increase revenue while enhancing your 
guest’s experience.

INSPIRED BY FLAVOURS
MIXOLOGIST CONSULTANCY
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LMIEER

TECH TO GO...
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

We are providing competitive 
annual maintenance contracts 
and full product support 
including 24/7 emergency 
equipment maintenance and 
replacement with a multi-skilled 
task force of professionally 
trained technicians. LMIEER 
also provides the spare 
parts, cleaning chemicals and 
lubricants for our branded 
machines in addition to the 
rental services for a variety of 
coffee and ice machines.

LMIEER is the leading provider 
of electrical equipment repairing 
industry in UAE. LMIEER holds an 
exceptionally high level of client 
retention and steady growth 
since its formation in 2002 as a 
part of LMI. We provide a range 
of innovative solutions for the 
electrical equipment repairing 
for many brands worldwide like 
WMF, La Cimbali and Welbilt.



OUR
PRESENCE

DUBAI

ABU DHABI

OMAN

QATAR

SAUDI ARABIA

BAHRAIN

UAE
DUBAI

ABU DHABI

OMAN
MUSCAT

BAHRAIN
MANAMA

SAUDI
RIYADH

QATAR
DOHA

T. 800-LMIAE
E. info@lmi.ae
www.lmi.ae


